**Homework Contract**

**Week 7**

**Religion**
- Read and complete ‘Family focus’ activity **OR** the ‘Puzzle’ in your diary.
- Reconciliation Homework

**Spelling**
- Refer to spelling activity sheet in the front of your homework book.
- Complete one “Must Do” every night.
- Complete ‘Sentences’ activity.

**Reading**
- Read for at least **10** minutes every night and **record in your diary**.
- Describe a character from the book you are reading (Fiction Book), **OR** tell us an interesting fact from your book (Non-fiction Book).

**Maths**
- Complete pages 7 ‘Writing and Ordering Numbers’ and page 18 ‘Odd and Even Numbers’ in your Maths Plus Text-Book.
- Write and practise your x4 tables. **Remember:** You need to know your tables!!!

**REMINDERS:**
- Monday, 9th March – Year 3 at Mater Maria